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The Astrological Self Instructor Banglore Suryanarain Row 1892
The Astrology of Seers David Frawley 1992 Astrology of the Seers is a clear yet
comprehensive presentation of Vedic astrology and makes this difficult-tounderstand subject clear, practical and relevant. it reveals the deeper
implications of the Vedic system in sections on astrology as a spiritual
science, astrology and psychology, astrology and yoga. Of special interest, the
book explains the cycle of the world-ages (yugas), showing the Vedic view of
human history, and the connection of our solar system with galactic sources of
energy. Thirty-two example charts of all types are explained including those of
many spiritual teachers, covering all the main aspects of its philosophy,
background and practice, including chart interpretation and methods of
balancing planetary influences such as mantra and gem therapy. The present
edition has been throughly revised and updated.
Varshaphal Or the Hindu Progressed Horoscope B. V. Raman 1992-06
Astro-logos James T. Braha 1996 A powerful autobiography about legendary
astrologer James Braha's experiences during two visits in India to learn Hindu
astrology. The book is filled with fascinating astrological stories
demonstrating the accuracy and potency of the 6000 year old predictive
astrology of the ancient Seers. New agers and spiritual seekers find the book
engrossing, accessible, and extremely informative. Whets the spiritual as well
as astrological appetite is what the critics declared. The book received
wonderful reviews and is a 'must-read' for those who are curious about the
astrology of India.
The Art of Prediction in Astrology Gayatri Devi Vasudev 2008 Astrology and
interest in it have been growing at a pace that does justice to the subject as
a discipline of great consequence in handling the complexities and ills of
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human life and existence. The Art of Prediction in Astrology is a simple guide
to the techniques of interpretation of the horoscope. This book teaches how to
apply and interpret some important planetary combinations and dicta found in
classical works to practical cases. This shows further how to analyse and
understand:*Yogas for fame and lasting reputation, renunciation, spiritual
realization, tyranny and homicidal tendencies.*Difficult concepts such as the
difference between Resi and Bhave, Yamaganda and Yamakantaka, the Moon's role
in understanding human psychology and behavious and the nexus between Rahu-Ketu
and schizophrenic tendencies.*Eclipses and how they influence the timing of
events.*Solar activity and planetary movements in relation to weather,
agricultural crops and tsunamis.*Principles of Muhurta and natal horoscopy in
making forecasts on the fall and continuance of governments and how Martian
movements can trigger terrorist attacks such as that of September 11,
2001.*Simplifies the intricate art of chart delineation with illustrations of
important personalities.
A Manual of Hindu Astrology Bangalore Venkat Raman 1962
Ashtakavarga System of Prediction Bangalore V. Raman 2006
How to Match Horoscopes for Marriage P. V. R. Rayudu 2000-04 This study of the
birth horoscopes for the marriage partners gives sufficient basic clues for a
happy partnership or otherwise. A Scientific methodology based on compatibility
on Moon and other aspects is evolved for matching the horoscopes for marriage
partners. The magnetic control, amenability, psychological dispositions, mental
qualities, bodily/physical contacts, affection, harmony, progeny, temperament,
character, pulse or nervous energy indicating physiological and to certain
amount hereditary factors, duration of married life, widowhood etc. are
considered for matching horoscopes. Tables for compatibility points are given.
Accordingly, a criteria is evolved for matching of the two horoscopes as poor,
fair, good, very good, excellent. The complete scheme can be computerized.
Model horoscopes of couples with successful marriage and prosperity are also
given for ready interpretation of this methodology. This book will make a
useful addition to present literature on matching horoscopes for marriage. It
will be received with interest and approbation by the students as well as
scholars in the subject particularly the scientific astrologers.

Encyclopedia of Vedic Astrology: Tajik Shastra & Annual Horoscopy Shanker
Adawal Tajik is an important aspect in the journey of our understanding various
aspects of Astrology. This is the endeavor of the encyclopedia. In this book
the author has divided the study primarily in two parts. The first part dealing
with various factors like the yoga, aspects and so on with an explanation of
factors that makes Tajik different and unique. The second part dwells in the
predictive aspects with illustrations. This book will surely evince the
interest of the beginners as well as others who are in research or predictive
astrology.
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Muhurtha B. V. Raman 1993-04 The Aim Of This Comprehensive Volume Is To Present
To The Reader In A Concise Form All The Essential Principles Of Muhurtha Or
Electional Astrology. Slightly Shop-Worn.
Encyclopedia of Vedic Astrology: Remedies Shanker Adawal There are large number
of books available in the public domain which talks about various remedial
methods that could be followed. Also there are groups of people who talk about
the benefits of yoga, mantra, yantra and allied topics, each of which has a
scientific logic as is the case with the manuscripts left behind by the Rishis.
As we all are aware, there are planets which by their interaction, govern our
destiny. My belief, developed during the study of this science, is that destiny
depends on four major things in equal proportion. These are; our previous
karma, the place where we are staying, the people with whom we interact and our
own efforts. These are the four parameters and within each comes the important
of a large gamut of activities. There is a complex equation that is a matter of
study and research which, like any other science, gets deciphered and known. I
therefore believe that chart at the time of birth, coupled with the year’s
horoscope and the time at which the query is being asked, have to be co-related
and a vector from them gives the correct analysis of the query. Similarly, as
each planet is associated with a colour and the colours are in turn related to
vibrations – a complex phenomenon by itself; the various mantras, colour
therapy and other remedies have relevance.
Beneath a Vedic Sun William R. Levacy 2006 Provides its readers with principles
and practices used in career assessment drawn from the fields Vedic philosophy,
modern career assessment, Vedic astrology, and the sister-sciences of Ayurveda
and Vastu. These career guidelines will help readers discover the type of work
for which they are best suited, and will encourage them to develop the
competency necessary to reach the highest levels of their destiny.
Manual of Hindu Astrology Bangalore V. Raman 1992
Learn Hindu Astrology Easily Kotamraj Narayana Rao 2006* This book has been
written mainly for beginners who can learn Hindu astrology without having to
learn anything by rote. They must do the exercises given at the end of each
chapter systematically, again and again. There are many who have read many
books on astrology and developed an incurable astrological constipation. It
will be difficult for them to start with a clean slate as they cannot unlearn
what they have. Yet, this book may help them remove some of the cobwebs in
their minds. They have their minds cluttered with dogmas which they mistake for
astrology.
Raman's One Hundred and Ten-year Ephemeris of Planetary Positions (1891 to 2000
A.D.) Bangalore Venkat Raman 1992
Medical Astrology: Horoscope For Atethoscope: Diagnosis Of Diseases And
Problems In Progeny Dr. S. Krishna Kumar 2002
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Eastern Astrology for Western Minds Joni Patry 2004 Joni Patry is an
internationally renowned astrologer and the Founder and Director of the
Galactic Center and is the highest level certified Vedic astrologer. Joni is a
contemporary Vedic astrologer who also looks to the outer planets for
predictive guidance. In this instructional book she explains how to use all the
astrological information for the most accurate predictions. This is a
comprehensive, foundational book on Vedic astrology. The encyclopedic
compilation is comprised of four parts, eight chapters, and Joni's remarkably
fluid, easy-going style makes the read go quite quickly. Her extensive use of
sensational public personages, like Oprah Winfrey, quickly draw the reader in
to begin applying the foundation predictive principles she teaches in the book.
Bhavartha Ratnakara B.V. Raman 1992
Sri Neelakanta's Prasna Tantra B.V. Raman 1993
My Experiences in Astrology Bangalore Venkat Raman 1992
Notable Horoscopes B. V. Raman 1991 A most reliable guide to practical
astrology, Notable Horoscopes does not contain startling predictions and
amazing forecasts. But it is the product of investigations and studies by the
author presented here in an orderly and scientific form but in simple language
easily understandable by the average reader.
Three Hundred Important Combinations Bangalore Venkat Raman 2016-01-01 Three
Hundred Important Combinations is intended to provide knowledge of the Yogas
which indicate specific horoscopic trends. All planetary combinations are
divided into two groups viz., Yogas and Aristhas or fortunes and misfortunes.
It deals with various standing combinations of yogas. The systematised account
of all the important yogas is brought out so that it may illustrate practical
horoscopes. The book certainly claims credit for being the first to bring
together all scattered information and present it systematically.
Catechism of Astrology Bangalore Venkata Raman 1992 Slightly Shopsoiled.
Astrology for Beginners Bangalore Venkat Raman 1992
Yogas in Astrology Dr. K S Charak 2003
Light on Life Hart De Fouw 2003 Light on Life: An Introduction to the Astrology
of India Light on Life brings the insight and wisdom of Indian astrology to the
Western reader. Jyotish, or Indian astrology, is an ancient and complex method
of exploring the nature of time and space and its effect upon the individual.
Formerly a closed book to the West, the subject has now been clarified and
explained by Hart de Fouw and Dr. Robert Svoboda, two experts and long-term
practitioners. In Light on Life they have created a complete and thorough
handbook that can be appreciated and understood by those with very little
knowledge of astrology.
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Vastu: Directional Influences On Human Affairs Niranjan Babu Bangalore 2006 In
This Book The Author Emphasizes Vastu'S Directional Influence On Human Affairs
As Varied As Old Age Homes, Corporate Structures, Shikaras And Pyramids,
Apartments, Temples Etc. The Core Purpose Of This Book Is To Give Each And
Every One A Working Knowledge About This Vast Scripture The Use Of Which Is A
Must For Everyone Who Desires Happiness In His Home Or Harmony In The Working
Environment.
Graha And Bhava Balas, 13Th Edition B.V. Raman 1976 Presents The Ancient Rules
For Determing Strength Of Planets And Houses. This Is A Revised Edition Of The
Book. 10 Chapters, 9 Tables. Dealers Stamp On The Title Page.
Three Hundred Important Combinations B.V. Raman 2002-11-30 Three Hundred
Important Combinations is intended to provide knowledge of the Yogas which
indicate specific horoscopic trends. All planetary combinations are divided
into two groups viz., Yogas and Aristhas or fortunes and misfortunes. It deals
with various standing combinations of yogas. The systematised account of all
the important yogas is brought out so that it may illustrate practical
horoscopes. The book certainly claims credit for being the first to bring
together all scattered information and present it systematically.
Hindu Astrology and the West Bangalore V. Raman 1992-11-16
Studies in Jaimini Astrology Bangalore V. Raman 2003-10-15 Contents
Prasna marga Bangalore Venkat Raman 1991
Phaldeepika Gopesh Kumar Ojha 2014-01-01 Mantreswar was the greatest astrologer
of the 12th century from the South of India. He compiled in Sanskrit the
principles of Predictive Astrology propagated by Maharshi Parashar, Jaimini and
various other great astrologers in his famous work Phaldeepika. This is one of
the best books on Predictive Astrology. It includes the essence of Parashar,
Jaimini and many more masters. Four hundred and fifty Yogas of Bhavartha
Ratnakar of Shri Ramanuja have been added to befit the title Phaldeepika;
Bhavartha Bodhini. The 28 chapters in the book cover various topics: the
characteristics, house divisions, strength of planets, career, various yogas,
raja yogas, marriage, children, longevity, periodic influence of planets, the
effect of transits and ashtakvargas. The 11th chapter exclusively deals with
the nativity of women; the 22nd chapter gives the interpretations and
calculation of the Kalachakra dashas. This English edition also includes many
horoscopes, tables and a glossary of Sanskrit and Hindi words. The language is
easy to understand and even beginners after studying this book for a few months
will be able to arrive at the right interpretations and timing of events.
Fundamentals of Astrology M. Ramakrishna Bhat 2013-01-01 Astrology is both
Science and Art. Hence only the talented can appreciate and understand it.
Rightly Visnugupta declares that nobody other than a sage can master the oceanlike science of astrology. The great Varahamihira declares, "No sin will creep
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into a place that is sanctified by the presence of a true astrologer. No person
who studies and divines the course of destiny will ever be found in hell but
will reside permanently in the world of Brahman. This book brings to the fore
not only the rationality of astrology but also the nature and structure of the
correct knowledge that our forefathers possessed regarding the predictable
influences of planets on human beings, and gives a spiritual bias to astrology.
The reader is taken step by step in this work from the rudiments Viz., the
distribution of constellations in the Zodiacal belt which is divided into
twelve Signs, and the planetary hierarchy, through the method of calculating
the ascendant and other houses of a natal chart, assessment of the strengths,
influences, aspects, affliction, mutual relations etc., of the planets, to the
final stage of reading the brighter and darker sides of the subject's life, his
chances of success and failure, their periods, ingress of the soul into the
mortal coil and exit there form as well as its departure to other worlds
according to its karma. "In this book, an attempt has been made to give a good
account of the science of astrology, with a view to making the reader a good
and true astrologer. It also shows that astrology does not make a man a
fatalist, helpless automation in the hands of a merciless Fate. It should, on
the other hand, help him to take to self-exertion and self-help. This hoary
lore, according to the author, is to be practised not for selfish ends but to
guide the needy and the distressed, to remove the cause of their suffering and
to turn their attention towards God.
Ayurvedic Astrology David Frawley 2007
Vedic Astrology for Beginners Pamela McDonough 2020-02-11 Unlock the mysteries
and insights of Indian astrology Vedic astrology--known as Jyotish in its home
of India--can be a powerful channel of insights and revelations in your daily
life. But how to unlock this complex tool? Vedic Astrology for Beginners breaks
down the core concepts of Vedic astrology, showing you how to analyze your
birth chart to better understand your personality, relationships, and life
path. Discover the ancient origins of Vedic astrology and its differences from
Western astrology. Explore detailed profiles of each planet, zodiac sign, and
the other essential elements of a Jyotish natal horoscope. With these
foundational steps, you'll gain a better understanding of your physical,
emotional, and spiritual experiences--and even begin to anticipate your future.
In Vedic Astrology for Beginners, you'll find: Key components--Learn the basic
elements of Vedic astrology, including the planets, signs, houses, and lunar
mansions--each representing or influencing areas of your life. Chart your
birth--Get started on analyzing your birth chart with a primer on the processes
of assembly and evaluation, plus an example chart analysis. Astrological
resources--Explore a glossary of helpful Sanskrit terms and determine your
exact planetary placements with handy calculation charts. Relieve stress and
start bringing balance to your life with Vedic Astrology for Beginners.
Esoteric Principles Of Vedic Astrology Bepin Behari "This book presents the
ancient Hindu astrology in its occult and esoteric aspects. Traditional
practitioners often failed to defend the veracity of the subject and dispel the
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scepticism of modern intellectuals. The ancient revelations have been restated
here to meet contemporary requirements. The ancient seers presented Vedic
Astrology under various assumptions and in allegorical and symbolic languages.
They assumed polydimensional extension of human consciousness which was closely
related with planetary impulses. Apart from the general approach to this
ancient science, the study presents in depth the astrological description of
the nature of man. It also provides deeper implications of various planetary
combinations. Advanced practitioners as well as general readers will find the
book informative, illuminating and highly rewarding.
How to Judge a Horoscope Volume 1 B. V. Raman 2014-01-01 How to Judge a
Horoscope is a departure from the conventional method of treatment of
astrology. It is a study in the use of Horoscope in every manês daily life. The
work in two volumes is divided in twelve houses, containing six each in
consecutive order. The twelve houses have reference to the material relation of
soul (jeeva) in its journey from the cradle to the grave. The study of
illustrations (charts) makes every pointãeven the omitted rudimentary
principles and rulesãvery clear and graspable. Volume I deals with houses I to
VI. First House deals with the beginning of life, childhood, health, physical
body and character. Second House represents family, face, right eye, food,
manners and source of death. Third House rules brothers and sisters,
intelligence and other immediate relations. Fourth House indicates peace of
mind, home life, land and ancestral properties, education, neck and shoulders.
Fifth House indicates children, intelligence, emotion and fame, Sixth House
rules over debts, enemies, miseries, sorrows, illness and disappointments.
Volume II deals with houses VII to XII. The Seventh House represents wife,
husband, marriage, sexual diseases, business partner, diplomacy, talent and
general happiness. The Eight House indicates longevity, legacies, disgrace,
degradation and details pertaining to death. The Ninth rules father,
righteousness, religion, fame leadership,journeys and communications with
spirits. The Tenth indicates occupations, profession, honours, foreign travels
and means of livelihood. The Eleventh represents means of gains, elder brother
and freedom from misery. The Twelfth rules losses, expenditure,sympathy, divine
knowledge, moksha and the state after death
Lal Kitab U. C. Mahajan 2004-08-22 The Lal Kitab, a rare book in urdu, was
popular in north-west India, Pakistan, Iran and many other countries. This
English version has added new dimensions to make it more lucid and easier to
understand.
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